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Phoseon Technology Showcases Innovative Light Engines and 
Detectors for Life Sciences at Pittcon 2019 

Visit Phoseon booth 3011 to learn more about our solid-state chromatography detectors  

Hillsboro, Oregon (March 12, 2019) – Phoseon will present the latest innovative light engines and 
detectors for chromatography and analytical instruments at the upcoming Pittcon 2019 conference 
and exhibit in Philadelphia, PA. Visit our booth (3011) to see Phoseon’s compact, solid-state 
detectors for high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), preparative chromatography and 
analytical instruments.  

Phoseon’s KeyView™ products leverage patented Semiconductor Light 
Matrix (SLM)™ technology to improve both performance and ease-of-use 
over traditional light sources like deuterium, tungsten, and xenon lamps. 
LEDs are inherently low-noise, stable, cool and controllable. They turn on 
in milliseconds to full brightness and last for greater than 10,000 hours. 
Users of KeyView products can cover a variety of wavelengths while taking 
advantage of the long lifetime of the solid state technology. 

While at the show, attend the poster presentation, “A Stable, High-
Efficiency UVC Laser Light Source for HPLC,” authored by Theresa Thompson, Application 
Scientist/Engineer at Phoseon Technology. The presentation will take place on Tuesday, March 19th, 
back of aisles 1500-2300, 2:00 pm – 4:30 pm (Poster #1240-18 P). 

Pittcon 2019 will be held at Pennsylvania Convention Center in Philadelphia, PA on March 17 – March 
21. Pittcon is the world’s leading annual conference and exposition on laboratory science taking 
place this year. Stop by booth 3011 to discover why Phoseon is the premier partner to solve new 
challenges in life sciences instruments, healthcare, and advanced imaging. 

About Phoseon Technology 

Since 2002, Phoseon Technology pioneered the use of LED technology for Life Sciences and Industrial 
Curing. Through our relentless innovation, we deliver high performance, reliable and patented LED 
based solutions. Our strong focus on customer collaboration has resulted in world-wide market 
leadership position and presence. Phoseon is an ISO9001 certified company manufacturing award 
winning products that are covered by more than 300 patents worldwide. We uniquely focus 100% on 
LED technology therefore ensuring superior reliability, business economics, and environmental 
benefits. 
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